SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 01 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 19 knots, temperature high -14 C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
• Work continues on MEC, moved out the big tool boxes and hardware cabinets plus, added three more folding tables to allow shop room for SCINI and Anatoly for doing electrical work..
• C&C is still at carpenter shop, waiting on shelves then we should be able to do our wiring then prepare it for shipping.
• Tasked Graham to SCINI project for 2 hours to help get ready for sea ice test.
• Travelled to winter storage site and did survey of STU container, removed items that are still needed for drilling and items for shipping North at end of season.

Note:
Waiting for carpenters to finish up C&C so am concentration on getting heavy items to MEC and Miscellaneous items from STU with the long range plan of getting the STU ready for shipping..

Report by Dennis Duling
Graham Roberts and Jonas Kalin opening up STU for the first time this year.  Photo by Dennis Duling